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Starting from business dealing to employment, enterprises work on contracts decided upon mutual
agreement between parties. These contracts can include a simple message with a signature or can
be a complex form divided in numerous sections, clauses and sub clauses.  Contract management 
is basically organizing the management of contracts made with clients or parties involved in a
business or any form of legal binding. Depending on the type of the case these contracts prove to
be the livelihood of a business enterprise as they can influence cash flow which was previously
agreed and laid down in form of clauses in the contract.

 Contract management  involves negotiations with the terms and conditions written in the contract
thus ensuring compliance as well as documenting and mutual agreeing on any amendments that
may arise during the process of implementation or execution. Typically this management is involved
in businesses following disciplines like authoring and negotiation, baseline management,
commitment management and contract visibility and awareness.

It maintains a database of corporate contracts thus improving a companyâ€™s access and control over
contracts. This software allows companies to realize the savings achieved during procurement
negotiations and spending and in return improving the effectiveness of sales and complying with the
term and conditions to operate the day-to-day activities successfully. Occasions may arise where a
contract needs to be amended depending on circumstances. This change is based on factors like
mutual agreement of parties concerned or a unilateral decision to vary the contract contemplated
and allowed for by the present one. Sometimes a bilateral decision can also be a factor in modifying
the terms and conditions of the contract which are commonly known as change control provisions.

The field of understanding the implications and importance of contract management is vast and
hence this short article may be useful in providing you some knowledge about this special
management
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